The pulmonary lung nodule is the most common indicator of lung cancer. An efficient automated pulmonary nodule detection systemaids the radiologists to detect the lung abnormalities at an early stage. In this paper, an automated lung nodule detection system using a feature descriptor based on optimal manifold statistical thresholding to segment lung nodules in Computed Tomography (CT) scans is presented. The system comprises three processing stages. In the first stage, the lung region is extracted from thoracic CT scans using gray level thresholding and 3D connected component labeling. After that novel lung contour correction method is proposed using modified convex hull algorithm to correct the border of a diseased lung. In the second stage, optimal manifold statistical image thresholding is described to minimize the discrepancy between nodules and other tissues of the segmented lung region. Finally, a set of 2D and 3D features are extracted from the nodule candidates, and then the system is trained by employing support vector machines (SVM) to classify the nodules and non-nodules. The performance of the proposed system is assessed using Lung TIME database. The system is tested on 148 cases containing 36408 slices with total sensitivity of 94.3%, is achieved with only 2.6 false positives per scan.
INTRODUCTION
Lung Cancer is one of the prime causes of death related to cancers at global level. Majority of the patients suffering from lung cancer are at advanced stage (stage IV -40%, stage III -30%), and only 16% survival rate for the present five years is found 1 . Identification at an early stage and initiating the treatment for the lung cancer can significantly improve the survival rate of the patients. Computed Tomography (CT) is the most accurate imaging modality available for early detection and diagnosis of lung nodules (cancer). It can be used todetect pathological deposits even smaller than 1 mm in diameter. The nodule is a round or irregular opaque shape with a diameter up to 30 mm on a CT scan.Early detection of nodules is a vital step in diagnosing the lung cancer, but CT scan comprises large quantity of images which is time consuming for the radiologist to assess. In this connection, the computer aided detection (CAD) is a remedy that can provide an effective solution by assisting the radiologists with significantly improving the scanning efficiency for visualization, detection and characterization of nodules. 2, 3 In this light we present an automated pulmonary lung nodule detection system from CT images on a slice method in this paper. Once the nodules have been detected in each slice, a 3D surface of the nodule can then be reconstructed. Our method allows, naturally an extraction of pulmonary lung nodule candidates which can further be used to classify the nodules.
For over a decade, scholars from various strata of the globe have put forward a series of pulmonary lung nodule detection methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The primary stages employed in these lung nodule detection methods are lung segmentation [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , nodule candidate detection [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and elimination of false positive nodules (FPNs) 10, 14, [19] [20] [21] . The first stage shows that lungs look like dark regions in CT scans, as they are basically bags full of air inside it, hence, the image intensities of the lung and surrounding tissues are clearly contrasted. This phenomenon encouraged good number of researchers to search for an effective thresholding method which can separate the lung region from all other tissues. A threshold to extract an initial lung region can basically be computed. Global thresholding is an effective technique for extracting the initial lung region as it segments the scans with distinctive gray levels relating to lung region and background [5] [6] . Initial lung region can also be segmented using a fixed threshold 6-7 , 3-D adaptive fuzzy thresholding 7 , region growing 8 and hybrid segmentation 9 . In case of lung edge affecting pathologies, all these methods are found to be ineffective. This is because of the changes in image intensity at pathological regions as well as the gray levels which are closer to that of muscle, fat, or bone.To overcome these problems, a chain code representation method 10 , morphological approaches 11 , a rolling ball method 12 are used. In this paper a new contour correction method is proposed by using modified convex hull algorithm 13 for effective segmentation of lung region.
The second stage in lung nodule detection systems is the detection of lung nodule candidates. Multi gray level thresholding has been applied widely to identify nodule candidates 14 . Shape based template matching approach was used to detect the spherical nodules [15] [16] . The 3D template matching approach utilizes 3D of regions of interest to identify structures having properties similar to pulmonary nodules 17 . The Filtering based method 18 detected the nodules by improving the intensity of nodules and reducing the same for non-nodules. In recent times, mass spring model based candidate detection method has been widely used to detect nodule candidates 19 . These methods are unable to obtain satisfactory results, when lung regions having large variance discrepancy between the lung nodule and background. Hence, these methods consider only the class variance sum, but neglect the discrepancy of class variances. As an attempt to eliminate this limitation a new optimal statistical thresholding method is presented. This new method takes into account both the class variance sum and the variance discrepancy at the same time and constructs an optimal manifold statistical criterion for threshold selection within the region of interest (ROI).
The last stage in a lung nodule detection system is the classification of the lung nodules from non-nodules based on the extracted feature vectors from the segmented nodule candidates. Over the past decade, several methods 7, 10, 15, 20, 21 have been proposed to reduce false positives. The rule-based filteringand linear discriminate analysis classifiers 5, 7, 12 are widely used for classification of nodule candidates. A rule-based filtering is only able to detect the general shape of nodules. A linear classifier cannot achieve acceptable results because the features extracted from nodule candidates are not linear. Moreover, machine learning based detection methods have also been used for false positive reduction based on genetic algorithm, neural networks 14, 19 and genetic programming 20 . It should be noted that though the above classifiers comparatively large number of false positives are detected the still remain. In this paper we have used SVM classifier by radial basis function to classify pulmonary nodule detection to have improved accuracy and reduced false positive rate.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The proposed system is evaluated using Lung TIME database 22 of thoracic CT scans with manually annotated pulmonary nodules. The experimental results have high degree of accuracy, sensitivity with reasonable specificity.
An overview of different stages of the proposed pulmonary lung nodule detection system is shown in Fig. 1 .The basic objective of the first stage is to extract the lung region from the human chest CT scan which contain components like fat, other tissues (including trachea, fat, ribs, examination bed, and so on) and air-filled regions.
Lung region segmentation
The thoracic CT scan contains the lung parenchyma as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The proposed lung region segmentation comprises three steps: (a) detection of binary lung mask using global thresholding, (b) Extraction of lung region employing 3D-connected component labeling and mathematical morphology and (c) refining the lung contour to get complete lung region using the proposed modified convex hull algorithm.
As the normal attenuation range for most of the lung tissue in a CT slice is from -910 HU to -350 HU. We set -350 HU as the threshold value for separating the lung region from the thoracic CT scan. Hence the initial lung mask is attained by thresholding all the non-body pixels which is given by
x y for the input thoracic CT slice of f . The initial lung mask obtained for the CT image is as shown in Fig.  2c .
In the initial lung masks obtained, black borders denote non-lung region and center black areas indicate the lung region. The non-lung regions are removed by flood filling. After that, 3D-connected component labeling is used to select largest and second largest labels that are lung regions and lung regions containing holes, which are normally vessels or nodules. Morphological hole-filling operations are applied to get binary lung mask as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
If the CT slice contains juxta-pleural nodules along the contour of lung region, this will affect the detection of lung edges as the intensity of these nodules is same as that of the surrounding lung region. In this paper, a modified convex hull algorithm for the contour correction of lung region is presented.
The modified convexity algorithm is simulated from a fast algorithm for convex hull extraction in 2D image. 13 It initially finds the eight extreme points on the contour of binary image. The modified convexity algorithm extracts the extreme points by scanning the binary image from outer to inner. The boundary of the lung region is scanned pixel by pixel until it reaches the last boundary pixel. Thus, the monotone segments are obtained and the convex hull is extracted as presented in Fig. 3 .
The binary image is partitioned into four regionsin Fig.3 (i.e. A P Yx P xY , B P XY P YX , C P yX P Xy, and D P xy P yx ) by employing these extreme points. Only these extreme points are processed while finding the vertex. By orderly monotone scanning increase then temporary convexity is extracted. The entire convexity is obtained by continuously improving the momentary convexity. Theseconvex hull algorithm processes less storage space and time for scanned areas are less and only the vertices of temporary convexity require storage. After applying improved convex hull algorithm, the coarse segmented lung image is subtracted from the result of modified convex hull algorithm. As the resultant image contains some small responses and objects at the border, morphological erosion with a spherical kernel of size seven and connected label filtering are then applied to remove these responses. The eroded image is subtracted from the result of the modified convex hull algorithm to extract the final lung region. Fig. 2 (e) shows the extracted binary mask of lung and it can be observed that the missing juxta-pleural nodules are added to the segmented lung. Finally, the extracted lung region is presented in Fig. 2 (f).
Candidate Nodule Detection
The effectiveness of an automated pulmonary lung nodule detection system depends on the accuracy of the detected nodule candidates. In the nodule candidate detection, initially ROIs are extracted based on the proposed optimal manifold statistical thresholding and then the nodule candidates are segmented from these ROIs.
The extraction of ROIs is complicated as the lung nodules have broader gray level range and varying level of vessel attachment. The optimal manifold statistical threshold is to overcome these complications. Earlier methods employed the mean or a fixed value as the base threshold in to multiple thresholding 16, 17 , which may not always perform well. Therefore, we have calculated the new optimal statistical threshold value as a base threshold.
Optimal Statistical Thresholding Algorithm Traditional Statistical Thresholding
Let the extracted lung region having L gray levels (0 to L-1) and the total number of pixels in the image is
That is, the number of pixels i n having grey scale intensity ' ' i as a fraction of the total number of pixels N .The lung region is separated into two
C is the background with levels '0' to ' ' t , and the remaining pixels are the nodule candidates in O C .
Then the probabilities of these classes are defined as
The mean of the classes is defined as
The basic idea is to estimate B µ -the average of the all corner pixels (background) and O µ -the average of object pixels.
The variance of the classes is given by
Computing the intra-class variance, the inter-class variance and the total variance of the combined distribution is defined as
According to the above equations, the following basic relation always holds:
.. (12) The variances intra and inter classes are functions of gray level ' ' t and the total class variance is independent of t . Minimization of intra-class variance is equivalent to Maximization of inter-class variance. Thus, the optimal threshold * ' 't can be determined by, 23
.. (13) The optimal threshold maximizes the interclass variance of real-world images, but exhibits a limitation to classify an image into two parts of similar sizes regardless of the practical size of the object. After exploring the potential reason for the weakness, Hou's 24 developed a generalized version with a new threshold criterion, i.e., total class variance, and found the optimal threshold by minimizing it. The optimal threshold * ' ' t can be defined as follows:
Proposed New Criterion
The traditional methods only consider the sum of class variance, but neglect variance discrepancy between object and background of image. The typical example is in Fig. 4(a) where the nodule has slight gray level changes and small class variance, while the background has large gray level changes and large class variance. Its histogram of bimodal distribution with unequal sizes and groundtruth image are shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c). Manual threshold corresponding to the groundtruth image is 110, which locates it in between of two peaks. In this case those statistical thresholding methodsfind erroneous thresholds (i.e., 129 and 150) and fail to segment the object from background as shown in Fig. 4 (d) and (e). The reason is that the two approaches take only the sum of class variance into account, but neglect discrepancy of class variances. As an attempt to eliminate the limitations of these methods, a new statistical thresholding method is proposed in this paper.
The proposed method takes class variance sum and variance discrepancy into account at the same time and constructs an optimal statistical criterion for threshold selection, which can be formulated as the new criterion degenerates to Otsu's criterion. 23 Thus the proposed method can be regarded as a generalized version of Otsu's method. An optimal threshold * t can be found by minimizing the discrepancy in the new criterion
.. (16) Actually, equation (15) attempts to decrease the effect of class variance sum and emphasizes the influence of variance discrepancy simultaneously. In this way, the variance discrepancy becomes an explicit factor for determining the optimal threshold as shown in Fig. 4 (f) .
Optimal Manifold Statistical Thresholds for ROI Extraction
The optimal statistical threshold * t is the basic threshold for various nodule candidates and result of thresholding is shown in Fig. 4(f) . The wide intensity range of nodules and the varying level of vessel attachment, make it difficult to extract ROIs. Optimal manifold statistical thresholds can be used to overcome these difficulties. To extract ROIs, we propose the use of optimal manifold statistical thresholding.Additionally six thresholds viz. where I is the extracted lung region, * n t is the th n optimal statistical threshold, and i S is the segmented lung region mask. For the original chest CT image with groundtruth markingspresented in Fig. 5 (a) and the ROIs are shown in Fig. 5 (b) .
Classification of nodules and non-nodules
The resulting images shown in Fig. 5 (b) contain some blood vessels (non-nodules) along with the true nodules. We used SVM classifier to classify nodules and non-nodules based on thefeature vectors extracted from the nodule candidates.
Feature Extraction
Here, we extracted ten features for training and classification, including six 2D features (area, diameter, circularity, elongation, compactness, and moment), and four 3D features (surface area, volume, sphericity, and centroid offset). .. (19) where r is the radius of the circumscribed circle and is equal to / 2 D . 4. Elongation is an asymmetry degree of an object and is obtained as follows: 
Here, N is sum of numbers of pixels whose gray scale is nonzero in all the ROI layers and it is defined as the volume of 3D ROI.
9. Sphericity is measure how much the shape of the object approximates to a spherical shape and is calculated as follows 
SVM Classifier
SVM is ver y useful tool for object classification 10, 21, 25 . The basic SVM considers a set of input data and predicts two possible classes for each given input. Generally, the number of nodules is less where ( ) f X i is the decision function, ë is a regularization parameter, 0 i ξ ≥ is slack variable, that indicates most of the cases are not linearly separable. In order to handle such cases, cost function need to be formulated for combining margin maximization and error minimization criteria.
Φ is a non linear function that maps each data point into a higher dimensional space by a positive semi-definite kernel k:Rd X R . This kernel is equivalent to an inner product in a higher
Here, the radial basis function (RBF) is used as the kernel: 
The RBF kernel maps the feature space into a higher dimensional space to find an optimal segmentation hyper-plane. Nodules and nonnodules can be easily classified, once the classifier is trained. To obtain the nodule class from the test data, it requires an input feature vector of every nodule candidate. It is crucial to differentiate an input training and test datasets. In short, the lexicographical arrangement of input feature vectors is presented in a matrix
represents a M dimensional feature vector, and N is the total number of feature vectors. The feature vector set is used to train the SVM for higher In order to evaluate the SVM classifier, we have used k-fold cross validation. In k-fold cross validation, the original sample is subjectively divided into k sub-samples having equal size. Of the k sub-samples, a single sub-sample is selected as the validation data for testing the model and the remaining k -1 sub-samples are used as training data. The cross validation process will be repeated for k folds with each of the k sub-samples. The results from the k folds are averaged to get a single estimation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed lung nodule detection system is evaluated using the publicly available Lung TIME database. 22 This database contains 148 CT scans. Each scan contains a varying number of image slices. On an average, 220 slices per scan are found and every slice has 512 × 512 pixels and 4K gray level values in HU, the resolution of image was 1.6 pixels per mm, slice spacing 1mm, slice thickness 5mm, and transversal resolution 0.58 ±0.06 mm. The database consists of 394 annotated nodules which covers almost every nodule type with 2-10 mm in diameter. Annotation is marked by two experienced radiologists. The database is in DICOM format and the data was acquired on Siemens CT machine.
Five performance measures viz. accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, geometric mean (G -mean) and F-measure are used to evaluate the proposed lung nodule detection system based on the following four possibilities: When all pixels are correctly labeled, then accuracy is one.
The sensitivity is the fraction of correctly labeled object pixels: The evaluation function of F-measure can be defined as follows:
Obviously, the optimum of classification is that F-measure gets the maximum value 1.
Lung region segmentation
The results of the lung region extraction for various lung slices as shown in Fig. 6 . The input thoracic CT images are shown in the first column. The second column presents corresponding lung region mask for the input CT images in first column. To generate the lung region mask, we set a threshold of -350 HU in order to separate the lung region from the thoracic CT scan. From the second column it can be observed that the extracted lung region is under segmentedas the images we have considered have parenchymal lung diseases which include honeycombing, ground glass opacity, emphysema, and juxta-pleural nodules. The results of the proposed modified convex hull algorithm are given in the third column. The proposed method provides more accurate lung segmentation results as the algorithm uses the monotonicity property to extract the convex hull of an object such that the accuracy in segmentation and the computing speed increases.
The proposed al gorithm has a very less computational cost in the following ways: (1) It divides the binary image into several regions by using the extreme points such that only those boundary pixels in few regions require computation. (2) The boundary pixels obtained by scanning are computed dynamically and only these vertices of temporary convex hull require storage. The segmented lung region is shown in the last column. Table 1 presents the results of proposed lung region segmentation algorithm before and after contour correction in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The results yield comparable accuracies before and after contour correction. To enhance the sensitivity of this contour correction internal and sub-pleural lung regions are then truncated. The specificity indicates the probability of obtaining a negative result when the lung regions don't have the disease after contour correction.
Nodule candidate Detection
The proposed nodule candidate detection method is performed on the segmented lung regions. ROIs for the nodule candidates are extracted from the segmented lung region using optimal multiple statistical thresholding. Fig.7 presents the detected lung nodule candidates after applying optimal multiple statistical thresholding. The proposed method has detected 326 nodules with 31,743 FPs with a sensitivity of 94.29% and FPs of 214.4 per scan. In new optimal statistical thresholding, we have considered sum of the class variance and variance discrepancy of the object and background for threshold selection, the method obtained good results while segmenting small nodules which are isotropic or nearer to vessels and other structures.
We have selected 326 non-nodules randomly from the detected non-nodule candidates and these non-nodules are then combined with 326 nodules to generate a balanced dataset for training. Finally, we have classified the detected nodule candidates into nodules and non-nodules using SVM classifier with radial basis function as kernel. The 2D and 3D orientations of the detected nodules and non-nodules by the SVM classifier are as shown in Fig.8 . In order to evaluate the SVM classifier, we have used k-fold cross validation. In this work, k =7 is used for evaluation as it provides a good balance between training and testing data for evaluating the proposed method than 5-fold and 10-fold cross validation. Table 2 shows the performance of SVMs for different k values.
SVM classifier
The proposed classification approach achieved a sensitivity of 94.29%, specificity is 92.64%, accuracy is 92.65 %, G-mean 93.46% and an F-measure is 93.3% with 2.6 false positives per scan in the range of 2-10 mm in diameter of nodule size. All other CAD systems have reasonable sensitivity values in classification of pulmonary nodules. It is extremely important to considerthe small nodule size in the classification of a CAD system. This increases the probability of early detection of nodules. Considering these results, it can be said that the proposed study represents a relatively high sensitivity. The Fig. 9 shows the ROC curve of the SVM classifiers.
We used recently reported lung nodule detection systems 7, 14 -16, 18, 19 to compare and evaluate the results of proposed lung nodule detection system. The comparison with other lung nodule detection systems is difficult, as they used different database having different nodule orientations and sizes. The reported CAD systems used LIDC database in which the size of the nodules ranges from 3 mm to 30 mm. Table 3 presents the comparison of the proposed system with other systems. It can be observed from the table that the proposed system shows significantly better sensitivity with high reduced false positives. The system achieves 2.6 FPs per scan, with 93.3% sensitivity.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an expert system to detectpulmonary nodules from chest CT scans using a feature descriptor based on optimal manifold statistical thresholding. The key features of the expert system are 1. A modified convex hull algorithm that is used to correct the lung contour which may be affected by dense abnormalities like juxta pleural nodules, ground glass obesity, etc and 2. A novel optimal manifold statistical thresholding algorithm can effectively detects the nodule candidates from segmented lung region. The modified convex hull algorithm uses the monotonicity property to extract the convex hull of an object such that the accuracy in lung region segmentation and the computing speed increases. The proposed optimal manifold statistical thresholding is used to segment the nodule candidates by considering the class variance sum and variance discrepancy simultaneously. The proposed method can be regarded as a generalized version of Otsu's method. The proposed system is evaluated on the publicly available Lung TIME database, and the results are compared with the results of recently reported systems. The proposed system shows the reduction of the false positive rate (2.6 FPs per scan) significantly while maintaining a high sensitivity of 94.3%. Hence, it is suitable for application in clinical lung cancer CAD systems.
